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UNC Greensboro is a community of learners situated within a network of historical and contemporary relationships with 
Native American tribes, communities, parents, students, and alumni. We acknowledge that this land has long served as 
the site of meeting and exchange amongst a number of Indigenous peoples, specifically the Keyauwee and Saura.
Considering Supporting These Orgs
Triangle Native American Society
trianglenative.org/donate/
United Tribes of North Carolina 
united-tribes.org/connect/
RCO 206: The Art of Resistance is a 
seminar in one of UNC Greensboro’s 
residential colleges, Grogan College.
Planning for the course began in 
February 2020, just before we pivoted to 
remote instruction in March
The Art of Resistance
What Do We Bring to a Class on Art for non-Art Majors?
Maggie Murphy







Planning for Online-Only Instruction
● Use a Google Site as a pedagogical space, 
instead of the Canvas LMS or LibGuides
● Take a flipped classroom approach to 
lessons so that synchronous class sessions 
are for discussion or hands-on making
● Situate ourselves as active learners 
alongside students
● Consciously model critical and  
dispositions for creating and sharing
● Recognize and honor Zoom fatigue
FAIR USE01




between authority & format
ZINES 03
Recognize whose voices get 




Authority is Constructed & Contextual
FAIR USE01
Differentiate between 
ethical and legal frameworks
MEMES02
Examine transformative use 
in protest graphics
ZINES 03
Articulate the role of 
information as a commodity
TOOLKIT04
Identify as both a creator 
and consumer of info
Information Has Value
FAIR USE01
Engage in remix to create 
new artistic expressions
MEMES02
Discuss how social media has 
transformed info sharing
ZINES 03
Reflect on the use of the zine 
format for self-expression
TOOLKIT04
Recognize personal agency in 
info dissemination choices




Kolby Black Selene Santiago-Lopez Maria Valencia
Our Takeaways
● Class format allowed 
students to discuss and 
process social injustices 
amplified by the 
pandemic
● We saw them reflect on 
the roots of activism and 
protest art in real time
Virtual Instruction During Covid
● It was difficult to teach 
remotely with a 
classroom of students 
who aren’t individually 
logged into Zoom
● However, it made the 
experience more 
engaging for them
● This was a good 
reminder that students 
in all disciplines can 
benefit from information 
literacy instruction that 
emphasizes creative 
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